
 

  

UPHILL ACCESS SURVEY 
Who uses Arapahoe Basin’s uphill access and why  

In February  2012,  Arapahoe Basin conducted a survey to better understand the use 

of our uphill access capability.  The survey was available via our web site for any 

interested party to comment.  

Following is a summary of results. 

 

August 2012 

 

August 2012 



 

 

Of the 372 people who completed the Uphill Access Survey, 66% use 

Arapahoe Basin’s uphill access. The 34% who do not climb uphill had the 

opportunity to share their views. We are pleased that so many people chose 

to share their views whether or not they use our uphill access capability. 

A few respondents commented on the Moonlight Dinners at the BML and the 

pleasure of climbing up. 



 

 

While most uphill climbers are motivated by exercise, the majority of 

climbers also consider recreation and the opportunity to enjoy the mountain 

setting a benefit of climbing uphill.   

A quarter of climbers are motivated by the social aspects of climbing with 

friends. 

Each respondent had an average of 2.5 motivations for uphill climbing. 



 

 

Almost all climbers put skins on their free heel skis to climb up and then 

enjoy the turns they earned on the way down!   



 

In responding to this question, a respondent could answer more than one 

choice.  For example, some people climb in the morning before the lifts open 

and also climb after the lifts close.  The most likely time to climb, however, 

is in the morning. 



 

 

More than ¾ of respondents climb uphill 10 or fewer times during the 

season. Almost 1/4 of respondents are frequent climbers; climbing 11 or 

more times during the season. 



 

Approximately ¾ of uphill climbers enjoy breakfast after a morning climb or 

a stop at the bar after an afternoon climb.  



Please describe the positive characteristics of non-lift 

uphill travel. 

In summary, 31% of responses commented on the value of uphill 

climbing as an exercise. 

Following are the individual responses… 

Numbe
r 

Response Text 

1 Knowing that you can do it. 

2 Great place to enjoy the mountains in a controlled environment 

3 
It is great to be on the mountain once the crowds are gone and it is peaceful.  I also think that 
permitting uphill access helps to maintain A Basins favorable image. 

4 I love working 4 my runs. 

5 great way to experience mountains, get exercise and meet new people 

6 Awesome exercise, good vibe, incredible sun rises, first tracks 

7 Love being able to exercise outside at A-basin!! It's what makes A-basin so unique! 

8 let’s me join the crowd when I can afford it 

9 A Basin has the best uphill terrain 

10 Different perspective- Earn your Turns 

11 fun/workout 

12 
Amazing exercise.  Fun way to enjoy the ski area when snow conditions aren't ideal.  Good 
way to practice with alpine touring gear in a more controlled environment. 

13 Slower pace to enjoy scenery 

14 Leisurely uphill access provides skiing in a controlled environment vs. backcountry. 

15 It is awesome to get out in a safer avalanche setting and to get some good exercise 

16 hard work pays off 

17 Great Exercise 

18 Good exercise, avalanche control 

19 

A Basin is much more open to Uphill Access most other ski areas and A Basin seems to 
embrace skinning.   I also enjoy the fact that you can skin during the day time without too much 
risk of being a hazard to the downhill skiers.   It is also great that the warming hut is almost 
always open for warming up and pulling the skins off.   I thought it was great that A Basin 
opened up the uphill access earlier this year! 

20 We get to exercise/ski while the other member of our family watches our infant child. 

21 
It's a wonderful opportunity to get out and get exercise in a safe setting especially during a 
season such as this when the conditions in the backcountry are quite dangerous. 

22 It is all part of the A Basin experience 

23 its slow, pleasant, gives good exercise, excellent place to practice skinning 

24 Good exercise, beautiful scenery, fresh air 

25 
You earn your turns on the way down, plus, it slows down the whole race to the top for as 
many runs as possible.  It's nice to slow it down. 

26 
ability to escape the crowds on an early morning or afternoon but still in a safe/controlled 
environment 

27 Getting on the mountain early when it's quiet before everyone shows up 

28 Earning 8am beers. Also, the randonnee night at BML was pretty special. 

29 A way to get a workout when the backcountry is worthless 

30 the pain 

31 Dogs! 

32 Being on the Mtn for sunrise is a great way to start the day 



33 Great exercise. Wonderful, safe, and peaceful enjoyment of the wilderness area 

34 It's BEAUTIFUL up there when the sun rises! 

35 Serene setting 

36 
Great opportunity to keep the uphill legs in good shape when avalanche conditions are high.  
Allows people new to uphill travel a venue to test their gear, and practice uphill technique 

37 Nothing. 

38 An organic, more natural mode of travel.  Better exercise, ability to appreciate environment. 

39 Perfect setting, no avalanche danger, great workout 

40 

It is a great way to get out and exercise in the mornings when it is quiet and peaceful. Being 
able to use the inbounds trails at the ski area minimizes the need for required gear used in the 
backcountry, so it's a quicker method of skinning/skiing when you don't have the whole day 
available for backcountry travel. 

41 Great training for backcountry skiing in the safe environment of A-Basin. 

42 Time to reflect on the true beauty of the Legend.  It's great. 

43 Great exercise, peaceful setting, sense of accomplishment 

44 Exercise, beauty and quiet 

45 It's a fantastic am workout when ski conditions are not so great 

46 It's the best of both worlds: Skins when I want them, chairlifts when I don't 

47 Get to better powder! 

48 Amazing terrain enjoyed without the crowds! 

49 It's exercise! 

50 Quiet, peaceful, methodic 

51 great pre-ski exercise, maintains down-home mountain charm 

52 Exercise!  Cross training, and not freezing on the lift. 

53 Exercise, enjoyment 

54 Great exercise for my dog and my in an avalanche mitigated environment 

55 It’s a great way to get some fresh air and exercise after a long day at the office. 

56 Exercise, social, free! (I buy a season pass too) 

57 Getting cardio exercise during the winter without the threat of backcountry avalanche issues 

58 
I'll refer to question #2 here, but it's just nice to get out and get a good burn up the hill before 
making some runs.  Especially earlier this season when snow was lacking. 

59 Fresh turns and solitude in a safe environment before the lifts open. 

60 Great people enjoying uphill access 

61 You have the whole place for yourself. Beautiful sunset and sunrise. 

62 It's fun and rewarding. It is also great exercise. 

63 quiet, exercise, mountain beauty 

64 sound good 

65 It is an all mountain user friendly resort. 

66 everything, few other ski areas are cool enough to offer it 

67 
Training for skinning in a safe environment. Being able to combine a skinning workout with 
added downhill skiing via the lift. 

68 
Training for the marmot grind! Also a chance to get in a good workout and earn your turns in an 
avy-controlled setting. 

69 Additional ski time. Earn your turn 

70 great skinning access when there is a lack of good snow 

71 Skinning is a great workout! 

72 Great early morning vistas and sometimes POWDER 

73 peaceful atmosphere with me and my dog 

74 Great workout 

75 The view.  The feeling of accomplishment. 

76 Good exercise, no crowd, ski area avalanche control 

77 Provides a safe venue for skinning 



78 Great exercise. Safe during high avy danger. 

79 A physiologic rush 100x more than just skiing down.  WOW 

80 Great exercise, beauty, tranquility before the lifts start. 

81 Quiet, exercise, bring dogs 

82 Physical challenge, mtn beauty, camaraderie 

83 saves money 

84 Great exercise 

85 quiet time on the mountain 

86 peaceful, relatively safe for solo travel 

87 
By skiing early in the day before the lifts open you miss traffic on I-70.  After skinning and some 
lift serviced skiing I will typically leave around noon missing t 

88 earn your turns 

89 Great setting, exercise 

90 Old school keeper it real 

91 
Really good exercise; lots of fun; helpful to "dial in" skins/skis/boots in a controlled setting 
before heading into the backcountry 

92 Insane workout. Fun ski down 

93 Fun, great workout, safety, better time of day 

94 Peace, quiet, safe when the backcountry may not be. 

95 Unique opportunity, rewarding 

96 exercise in a stimulating environment that adds to ski outing enjoyment 

97 Nice and quiet on a full moon when there's not enough snow on the pass 

98 You get to see all the sights of nature 

99 Don't get fat and lazy 

100 It provides a way for people to exercise in the winter 

101 Exercise, peace & quiet. 

102 earning your turns is part of the overall mountain experience 

103 Great exercise! 

104 big mountain challenge with a life altering experience 

105 Great exercise before a day of skiing.  Great training for backcountry skiing. 

106 The appeal of A-Basin is the remoteness of the terrain. 

107 relaxing, excellent workout, early AM access 

108 exercise and the people that hike get pow before its shredded 

109 A morning skin is a quiet time to enjoy a very special place. 

110 aerobic exercise, A-Basin vibe, stick around for lift served 

111 

Open minded European styled mountain access.  A positive statement of fitness within the 
U.S. framework increasing obesity.  Would love to include a morning coffee into our mix if the 
mid lodge was open early. 

112 

I had my first telemark/skin experience at A pre-season. REALLY bad. I looked like a snowball 
rolling. Hooked. Never went back. I'm warmed up for a great telemark ski down by the time I 
get up. My dogs love it. I have met some life-long friends in the process. 

113 Good exercise, beautiful setting, fun to do with friends 

114 
If you want to train for the Grind, it is helpful to practice on actual course. Relatively low 
avalanche danger too. 

115 Good workout and change of routine. 

116 Exercise, Scenery, sense of accomplishment 

117 I enjoy the warming hut at the top 

118 nice for a walk uphill, can bring the dog, good to stay in shape 

119 Beautiful setting, good exercise 

120 Get away from the crowd and ski shit for brains couloir 

121 
I love the quiet of an early morning climb. It gives me the conditioning that I need to safely 
travel in the backcountry and provides needed psychotherapy. 



 

Please describe the negative characteristics of non-lift 
uphill travel. 
 

The potential for interaction between uphill climbers and downhill 
skiers/boarders can be a problem.  

 
Some comments that the hard work of climbing is a ‘negative’! 
 

Following are the individual responses… 

  Numbe
r 

Response Text 

1 Being hit by skiers 

2 Can get busy in early season with downhill skiers 

3 none 

4 ‘…’being rude to me for not taking the chair. 

5 Can be dangerous on rollers during crowded days and during lift hours. 

6 
Not a fan of skinning after the resort opens.  Dercums Gulch and Grizzly road have too many 
blind areas. 

7 
Sometimes worry about skiers not seeing me while skinning uphill- doesn’t want to cause an 
accident. 

8 none 

9 hard work...climbers need to stay on side of trails 

10 workout 

11 None - assuming there is a designated route avoiding downhill skier conflicts 

12 
People who choose to skin up terrain where there are roll overs can sometimes encounter 
conflict with downhill traffic. 

13 Getting hit by skiers coming downhill 

14 sweat, a lot of sweat 

15 
afraid of getting plowed over by downhill skiers if you aren’t all the way up before the lifts start 
turning 

16 It’s not the backcountry... 

17 I really don't have any other than when the uphill access is closed which is rarely. 

18 
During times when the lifts are open there are areas with poor sightlines that make encounters 
with downhill skiers possible. 

19 
Conflicts with downhill skiers/boarders, but much like road bike riding, folks are expecting it at 
A Basin, so conflicts are much less (if any) than at a Vail type resort 

20 people skiing past you, chairlifts going faster 

21 Other skiers buzzing too close, not nearly as peaceful as back country skinning. 

22 People who descend the mountain without regard for downhill traffic. 

23 nothing 

24 
Getting hounded by patrol or somebody else asking who I am and why I'm here.  Getting run 
over by snowcat. 

25 Waking up, hard work. 

26 Safety hazard during lift hours 

27 the pain 

28 Hard 



29 Not much 

30 I'm not much of a morning person, but do all my uphill before the lifts open. 

31 Gotta watch out for those cats in the morning. :) 

32 
People who go up mid-day tend to stay in the middle of runs as opposed to the side. That's just 
poor etiquette or a severe lack of understanding. 

33 
Skinners & hikers in middle of run during operating hours. The need to stick to the side when 
possible. 

34 None 

35 none 

36 
The downhill traffic if you aren't finished by the time the lifts open. This is actually more 
bothersome as a downhill traveler, when there are uphill users when the area is open. 

37 None. 

38 none 

39 I can't think of one 

40 None that I can think of except that, maybe, people think we're a bit odd 

41 Can be dangerous 

42 None. 

43 It's exercise :( 

44 Tiring 

45 feeling like I might get in trouble 

46 It's hard! 

47 none 

48 It can be a little dangerous if skinning up during a busy day. 

49 None! 

50 The snowcats - but I understand :) 

51 
Early season, without many runs open, skier traffic on the few open runs was heavy.  Some 
areas heading uphill were a little hairy (not clearly seen from above). 

52 It's a lot of work! 

53 I do not like people skinning up in the middle of run when chairlifts are open. 

54 If you go on the wrong trails it can be scary. 

55 none unless I'm late and the hill opens, then I stay on routes out of the other riders way 

56 uphill traffic during open hours seems to conflict with paying customers 

57 none 

58 
There are none!!! It's great exercise. I love it and love to bring friends and dogs (when dogs 
allowed) 

59 
as both an uphill and lift skier at abasin, I often notice that some uphill traffic users like to 
cause conflicts with downhill users and occasionally causes problems, but rarely do I see this 

60 None really. 

61 
None except for people going excessive speeds... although I try to never put myself in a place 
where someone can't easily see me. 

62 Cold. Limited terrain 

63 none 

64 just keeping a heads up for down traffic 

65 none 

66 N/A 

67 Did not have one! 

68 early morning cold, dangerous if during day with other skiers 

69 
Concerns with uphill-downhill interaction when lifts are open (but I feel much safer at A Basin if 
I continue uphill after the lifts are turning than anywhere else.) 

70 confusion on best/ most out of the way of downhill riders course 

71 None 

72 Cannot think of any 



73 loose dogs 

74 During lift hours it can be dangerous 

75 none 

76 
Skinning against heavy flow of downhill traffic.  This is avoided by skinning before the lifts open 
and then choosing reasonable uphill routes. 

77 None! 

78 
During the day it can be difficult to stay out of everyone's way, especially on the Lenawee face 
run. 

79 None 

80 More people on the mountain, 

81 
I avoid skinning during open hours, but if I do, there are very occasional conflicts with downhill 
users. 

82 Bottom of AB is too steep for a proper warm up.  Lower the slope angle. 

83 Gotta watch out for the cats!  But that's their job 

84 Dodging downhillers 

85 folks skinning in the middle of the run like morons 

86 risk of collision w/ downhill traffic (skier / snowmobile) 

87 I breathe hard and it hurts sometimes- makes me feel out of shape 

88 None? 

89 Could get in the way if users are not aware of where to go 

90 don’t see it 

91 have to be careful of skiers and snowcats, depending on time 

92 None from my pow. Maybe lack of understanding from the general public. 

93 
It takes a while between runs. People yelling at you like you're going the wrong way or 
something. How do they think I'm gonna get back down anyway? Walk? 

94 Can't think of any 

95 

I am not aware of the rules. I got in trouble for skiing closed trails, but I didn't really know 
policy. Also not sure if allowed going out gate. i.e. up to north pole if I skin up. I realize this is 
difficult for a-basin patrol/management to communicate this out. 

96 Watching for snow boarders. 

97 Blind spots, for the uphill hiker & for the downhill skiers/riders 

98 People who use uphill access during open hours. Downhill vs. uphill 

99 

Dangerous during operating hours, Dogs leave poo in middle of trail, what's open terrain isn't 
clearly marked while going uphill, poor route decisions by people who don't know what they're 
doing 

100 Worry about collisions as downhill may not expect me 

101 It's tiring; avi danger 

 

  



 

 

There is no question that uphill access is considered an asset for Arapahoe 

Basin! 

 



 

 

While considering one ’s self an A-Basin ‘regular’ is subjective, most 

‘regulars’ have a Season Pass valid at A-Basin.  100% of A-Basin Season 

Pass holders consider themselves ‘regulars’; 85% of uphill climbers who 

have a Vail Resorts Season Pass consider themselves ‘regulars’. 

Overall, 85% of all uphill climbers consider themselves A-Basin ‘regulars’. 



 

The concern expressed by those that said uphill climbers degrade the 

downhill experience is that climbers stray from the sides of the trails during 

hours when lifts are open or on those areas where the uphill climber is below 

a roller and not visible to the downhill skier/boarder. 

 



 

The vast majority of people who climb uphill at A-Basin have a Season Pass 

that is valid at A-Basin. 

A few people have more than one pass, typically through a spouse who is an 

employee; thus total percent adds to slightly more than 100%. 

Those who consider themselves an A-Basin ‘regular’ may have a Vail resorts 

or A-Basin Season Pass. However, those that do not consider themselves a 

‘regular’ may have a Vail Resorts Season Pass but do not have an A-Basin 

Pass.  Approximately, 10% of uphill climbers do not have any Season Pass. 

 

 

 

 



What suggestions do you have to improve Arapahoe Basin's Uphill Access Policy?  

  Numbe
r 

Response Text 

1 Please don't change a thing. 

2 ski patrol needs to do a better job informing folks about uphillers 

3 

No changes to after hours, however during lift hours limit the routes (Sundance on lower 
mountain and maybe provide a small fence at blind rollers on upper mountain.  Similar to what 
other mountains do for uphill snowmobiles. 

4 

Any chance of a designated skin track to follow after the area opens.  Keep all uphill users on a 
standard route so downhill skiers know where they can expect to encounter these folks.  
Currently there are people all over the mountain. 

5 

Create a "skinning track" on the side of one of the green/blue runs that keeps uphill skinners in 
one safe place and crossing runs at one designated place. Might help keep everyone safe.  Or 
suggest a route that uphill people should stick to that is safe.  It seems as if people skin all over 
the place and designating one route might make it safer while the mtn. is open. 

6 more signs so more peeps are aware you allow it 

7 keep to side of trail 

8 make a trail through woods 

9 Provide more guidance on best routes to the top to avoid interfering with downhill skiers. 

10 Keeps it going! Awesome option to get away from crowds in a managed setting. 

11 I think it is fine 

12 Designate uphill travel lanes, perhaps encourage uphill skin track off piste 

13 
Have a segregated skinning area on the east side of the ski area while the east wall is still 
closed. 

14 I think of nothing 

15 

Keep it open during operating hours.  The only other suggestion would be to place additional 
signage to educate downhill skiers to watch out for uphill skiers at few blind spots that we 
typically use.  1) Blind Spots section just above the top of black mountain express.  2) First 
steep section on Lenawee Face.  3) Last steep section on Lenawee Face at top 

16 
Perhaps designate a safe route for uphill travel during operating hours that is marked for the 
safety of both uphill and downhill users. 

17 Keep it the same, please...... 

18 keep it the same, it works well 

19 

Allow skinning up on a closed or restricted slope, to provide a more backcountry, quiet 
experience for the skin up.  Providing a "safer" environment to skin (when compared to the 
backcountry) is great! 

20 

Possibly designate specific parts of trails for uphill access only.  A narrow corridor running next 
to the trail boundary to help keep downhill traffic out of the way and to help avoid possible 
collisions. 

21 Nothing. If you discontinue I will never be back. 

22 More non-lift randonnee nights! 

23 
Disallow uphill access during lift hours, or have them utilize a designated piece of a designated 
trail 

24 None, you guys are the best! Maybe coffee at Snowplume at 5 am? 

25 Regulate the areas you can ski if patrol is doing control instead of closing the hill 

26 
I'd like to see more races like the Grind.  Also like that your warm facilities are open so early. 
Maybe put a ticket scanner at the Patrol hut so we can scan our day in. 

27 Nothing. You guys rock. 

28 

What if there was an intro course for skinning/snowshoe etiquette? A lot more people have 
used Uphill Access this season due to lack of snow. When the area is busy, its just a hazard to 
have people going up if they don't know the appropriate routes (meaning on the side of this 
run). 



29 
Route Clarification is always beneficial.  Also, see Loveland’s new uphill policy, it is very clear 
and straight forward.  http://skiloveland.com/themountain/uphillaccess.aspx 

30 Hand dryer at the patrol hut 

31 Suggested routes, clearly marked closed areas 

32 
Uphill travel should only be allowed before and after regular hours of operation. It is becoming 
dangerous for all users when there are uphill travelers during those times. 

33 I think it works well right now and have not seen any problems. 

34 None. 

35 Nothing seems great. 

36 I LOVE it just the way it is. If it changes too much, I’ll go elsewhere. 

37 Policy is great as is. 

38 clear signage 

39 Have set routes 

40 Think the Basin and its employees are actually very accommodating. Thanks for indulging us. 

41 I think it’s fine as is 

42 Just please keep uphill access open...that’s all. 

43 good 

44 

Please keep it around - it's difficult to do it at other resorts, and I hold A-Basin in high regard 
because you guys see the value in allowing this. I really appreciate the opportunity to be on the 
mountain alone, after hours. Thank you! 

45 Coffee shop and pastries at the summit house would be awesome first thing in the morning! 

46 

it would be nice to add some sort of way to count and monitor the uphill traffic, similar to a 
guest book at a peak summit.  Maybe add an uphill traffic sign-in at the base?  Also, a free 
beer at 6th alley would be nice :) 

47 Nothing! Keep up the good work. 

48 If there are problems with the current situation designating a route might help. 

49 
no dogs. sorry to dog owners (I am one) but a lift served area is not a safe place for them.  And 
I don't recall seeing any waste pickup... 

50 educate, education, publicity 

51 None! 

52 
Allow dogs during the day who are inter voice control. To keep this safe, you could section off 
an uphill access that is dog friendly. 

53 
skin tracks on the east wall above tree chutes, would be helpful for all types of users, terrain is 
great when open 

54 Do night ski mountaineering races like at Breck, CB, Brighton, and all over Europe. 

55 Make more of the "downhill" skiers aware of what we are doing! 

56 Clear signage. 

57 
you guys do a neat job I have been there on powder days and been denied but understand that 
you have a job to do thanks you the great experience 

58 Keep it going. 

59 Keep it open. Thanks 

60 Donation box at the bottom- to make sure it stays alive! 

61 I like it the way it is. 

62 Cannot think of any 

63 I appreciate the opportunity for access with skins. 

64 No up-hill on Humbug during lift hours 

65 none 

66 
Consider a single uphill route that would be marked/designated for use during high traffic 
times. 

67 good the way it is 

68 Specific route designation would be nice 

69 none 

70 Early season, before many upper mountain runs are open, maybe only allow uphill access to 



mid-mountain during the day. 

71 Thx for letting us climb uphill whenever. Love the flexibility of it 

72 Keep it open for uphill access 

73 Don't change it. 

74 
Flatten bottom of hill for better warm up, keep those pesky downhill users off the hill, take out 
lifts, have an uphill terrain park with obstacles and fun features. 

75 None, it's great how it is, please don't over-regulate it 

76 separate uphill lane 

77 none really. 

78 more terrain, more lifts, I love the basin! 

79 let us get up there earlier in the year 

80 

I think it is so great that ski areas allow this.  I do t mind being confined to certain runs, but love 
to be able to skin up throughout the day.  I think it reflects positively on a ski area when 
skinning is allowed. 

81 
Maybe open Black Mountain for Breakfast? I love that lodge and am frequently hungry before 
they are open. Otherwise I think it is a great policy and really appreciate it. 

82 Uphill "Track" within the skis for an "uphill only" run for during lift served hours of the day. 

83 

It's still only leased land contract w/Forest Service. It's not Vail Corp owned companies policy 
to determine. Forest Service needs to determine access. Who's survey is this anyway. The 
Summit Daily did not mention enough detail for me. 

84 
Early season, it would be nice to allow uphill access on closed trails (Wrangler, Chisholm, 
Sundance) if there is enough snow to go up, but not ski down 

85 
I generally feel lame about skinning on the ski area, but it's so convenient and pretty up there 
in the mornings. I think this survey is a good idea. thanks for the effort. good luck. 

86 A general meeting or survey to get everyone on the same page, GREAT JOB & THANKS. 

87 
have a designated uphill route during operating hours or no uphill access during operating 
hours 

88 

uphill access pass which requires attendance to a class explaining safe routes up, best hours 
to use non-lift access, best hours to avoid uphill access, reasons why access maybe closed in 
the mornings. 

89 
Rope off a few areas as uphill access only on varying terrain, spend some time getting 
employees familiar with the concept 

90 Let us go wherever! Just post avi danger risk for all OOB slope aspects 

91 Skin track off piste to the side of the boundary off wrangler or other run 

92 I have been pleased with the policies that are in place t this time. 

 

 

Any other Comments? 

Numbe
r 

Response Text   

1 A-Basin rocks.  

2 
Please continue to allow uphill access!!   
Thanks  

3 
Skiing/boarding is all about exercise.  Sometime a lift is nice. Sometimes I need to sweat.  
Hope this helps dudes. 

4 
Uphill access policy is being utilized by many and keeps Abasin unique.  please don’t restrict 
uphill access 

5 thank you for being there for me 

6 Thanks for allowing this. 

7 Many people leave their brains in the car when they go skiing. Uphill travelers should 



remember that they are dealing with a group  of mentally challenged people coming at them at 
25mph. 

8 You guys rock! 
 9 Thanks for allowing uphill access! 

10 
I hope A-Basin will continue to allow and encourage uphill users on the mountain while 
keeping all users safe.  It is part of what makes it a special place. 

11 

Please continue the uphill access policy.  Some areas such as Thurman’s gulch or the beavers 
are only really accessible through A-basin, and removing this access would be the wrong 
move.  Also, I enjoy seeing people utilize different winter recreation opportunities. 

12 Uphill access is a good feature; please do what you can to keep it. 

13 More moonlight dinners with ski-down option! 

14 
Keep being the Legend which means offering outdoor experiences that you don't have to pay 
an arm and a leg for 

15 Thanks for keeping it open! 

16 People aren't smart enough to go both directions 

17 thank you for letting it happen 

18 Say hi to Bill Miller! 

19 
Abasin is such a great supporter of the uphill crowd.  This year it was wonderful to begin 
skinning so early in your season. 

20 People who don't like the uphill access policy are probably not A-Basin regulars. 

21 abasin is great! 
 22 Uphill access on leased public land should always be allowed. 

23 Thank you for letting us skin uphill! 

24 
A-Basin is a true ski area, not a resort. Uphill access adds to the unique qualities and 
atmosphere of A-Basin and is one of the numerous reason I frequent A-Basin. 

25 A basin is special, because of things like their uphill access- keep it! 

26 The Basin blends the perfect vibe with the perfect terrain! Thanks for years of fun! 

27 I love that skinning is allowed at A-Bay!!! 

28 if it ain’t broke don’t fix it 

29 
Rock On!!  Oh, and I must say the addition of the Asian grill this year was awesome.  Pot 
stickers are a hell of a deal for a quick snack. 

30 
Fun to see people climbing during the day - but again, as long as they are smart about downhill 
traffic 

31 
As someone who skis both uphill and downhill I can say that if you are careful as you should be 
anyway there are problems. 

32 Please preserve this privilege! thanks 

33 live in Wisconsin; absolutely love the Basin 

34 Thank you for being such a friendly local mountain!!! It's my favorite place to ski. 

35 Marjorie bowl. 
 36 Definitely adds to the overall experience at A-Basin 

37 THANK YOU for having uphill access. It is one of the best parts of ABasin! 

38 Keep uphill access 

39 Thanks for providing uphill access 

40 I hope you are not considering eliminating uphill access 

41 
I was given advice from by an A Basin employee to take the road to Pali and then up.  The 
view was absolutely amazing! 

42 Always impressed with A-Basin operation since first skiing the basin in 1957 

43 

A Basin is my favorite in-bounds uphill access location because I can usually arrive at Black 
Mountain Lodge before the lifts open and feel very comfortable that my skinning is as safe as it 
can be anywhere. I also enjoy telemark skiing at A Basin. 

44 How can I and others help support the up-hill access policy?  THANKS 

45 Thanks for asking. 

46 Uphill access is great!!!! 



47 Tighten uphill rules during lift hours but leave basically as is 

48 
Hopefully the few who are self-absorbed and feel self-entitled do not screw up the good thing 
we have at an area that appreciates the customer and area user. 

49 People travelling uphill are not much different than people stopped on runs. 

50 Thanks for asking. 

51 Stop trying to change the basin, it's great how it is, and keep lifts out of the beavers! 

52 Thanks for being a-basin!  don’t change 

53 A-Basin rocks!!! 

54 Wish the head wall had some kind of lift, and more terrain. 

55 
Love it and don't take it away!  It adds to the Arapahoe Basin experience that no other 
mountain in the Summit has to offer 

56 Thank you!!! 
 57 Keep uphill access at a basin!  Especially early AM's! 

58 
Thanks for allowing us to skin up. I have taken several friends and it is a unique experience. It 
enhances mine and others' overall appreciation of the basin 

59 
Gotta have uphill access for people that want to snowshoe or skin up mountain, at least during 
regular hours. i think allowing people to climb outside regular hours is commendable. 

60 Thanks for making the ski area accessible to uphill traffic/skinning, etc. 

61 I hope uphill access remains. 

62 
Thank you for your past, current and future support of a clean, healthy and safe way to access 
our mountains. 

63 
I am very concerned that this question is even being considered on such a public scale. 
Obviously something is going terribly wrong. 

64 Please don't pull out of the Epic Pass. Please. :) 

65 
I have not seen a lot of other people using the uphill access, so I can't really say I have any 
negative experiences with t 

66 

I would love to have the opportunity to use a skin track within the area boundary but not on a 
ski run.  It would open up the possibilities of training times and give an alternative to heading 
up a groomed run which gets boring.  The skinning community in the county is pretty tight and 
embracing them says good things about the basin management.  I skin the basin, keystone 
and Breck and know that I lack the skills that come from off piste training due to our avalanche 
hazard this year.  People would travel to use it if it was available and may possibly utilize your 
lifts and other retail opportunities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


